
5 Best Bitcoin Betting Sites With Top Odds in
2023 – Their Features, Reputation, and Bonuses

These are the best crypto betting sites in 2023. Here you can find
various sports events and the largest bets ever. These sportsbooks
guarantee the security and swiftness of all crypto transactions.

NEWS RELEASE BY HALVORSON MEDIA GROUP

Over the years, football betting has grown in popularity. Football betting offers a variety of

chances, whether you want to gamble on the result of a game or guess who will win the World

Cup in the upcoming year.

There are several options for placing wagers on football games. The most popular method is

through bookies, who provide odds on each game's outcome. If you go this way, you'll have to

select between wagering on the winning team (over/under) and the overall number of goals

scored during the game (total score).

Additionally, you may wager on certain individuals, teams, leagues, competitions, and even whole

countries. For instance, you may wager on the outcome of the 2018 FIFA World Cup or the play of

prominent athletes like Neymar Jr., Cristiano Ronaldo, and Lionel Messi.

Betting on football is a fantastic method to make money. Numerous sportsbooks all around the

world provide these services supported by cryptos. The top offers a secure setting where you can

make crypto bets without being duped.

ORDB has extensively researched and compiled a list of the top 100 crypto betting sites.

�. Cloudbet — Best for regular promotions

�. Stake — Best for the solid RTP

�. N1 Bet — Best for free crypto bets

�. BetOnline — Best for high odds

�. SportsBet.io — Best for live betting options

Apart from research activities to choose reliable crypto betting sites, ORDB came into prominence

due to its recently launched Private Club and regional rankings, which provide access to exclusive

bonuses being updated weekly. While the former offers an opportunity to discover and review the

best crypto betting sites in particular regions, the latter implies finding the best site in specific

countries.
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Some of the above-mentioned platforms rank as the best in the following regions:

 

5 Best Bitcoin Betting Sites 

1. Cloudbet – Best For Regular Promotions

One of the best sports Crypto Betting websites that also has casino games available is Cloudbet.

The website provides a huge variety of games and sports to wager on. Since 2013, Cloudbet has

been a legally functioning Crypto Casino. One of the first blockchain services, it provides users

various gambling alternatives, from different slot machines and games to an extensive sportsbook.

There are 1200+ casino games from 50+ other sources available to users.

Users are to create an account and make their initial deposit before they begin gaming. However,

the service accepts only cryptocurrencies, and there is a long list of them: BTC, ETH, USDT, DOGE,

etc. Additionally, it has a great function that lets users instantly purchase and trade

cryptocurrencies on the website. Although users must confirm their identity, payments are

processed immediately.

The amount of suggested bonuses at this casino is another plus. It provides many ongoing

incentives in addition to a 100% welcome bonus. Therefore, consumers can receive free spins, a

deposit bonus, or a 50% buy-in discount.

Anonymity

Play is anonymous at Cloudbet. Thanks to two-factor authentication and SSL, the website is

incredibly safe.

Reputation

A few complaints concerning late payments and subpar service have been made to Cloudbet. The

majority of the concerns they have received have been addressed swiftly.

Why Worth Trying

Anonymity.

Best for US �� Best for UK �� Best for CA �� Best for EU ��

BetOnline.ag � N1Bet � Stake � CloudBet �
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Only an email address is required to sign up.

Provably fair games.

RNG testing is done on a secure website.

Your account is secure, thanks to two-factor authentication and SSL.

Many slots.

Over 50 active tables.

Stunning sportsbook.

Variety of in-play marketplaces and low margins.

Exotic gambling.

Opportunity to bet on politics and entertainment.

Quick withdrawals up to 10 minutes or less.

Bonuses

100% Welcome Bonus up to 5 BTC 

2. Stake — Best For The Solid RTP

The Stake crypto gambling USA is a well-liked choice for placing crypto bets on sporting events

and casino games for several reasons, including its slick user interface and the selection of sports

and games they provide.

Although Stake does not provide a welcome bonus, it is among the best crypto sports betting

sites in terms of VIP benefits, cashback, and rewards. The Curacao gaming authority licenses the

service and oversees it.

The Stake is a well-known online casino that offers its patrons a variety of promotions, exclusive

games, and numerous odds on popular sports.

Over 2000 slot machines and an extensive sportsbook can be found at this best crypto casino.

Users may take advantage of live casino games, jackpot slots, table games, game shows, and

sports betting with cryptocurrency opportunities. A further 15 team-original games are available

on the platform.

This platform's key selling point is that it solely takes cryptocurrency. There are a tonne of options,

which is fantastic news. Fast and safe transactions are made. However, there are a few small
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drawbacks that players need to be aware of. First, there are a few modest withdrawal costs. To

play at Stake, individuals must first register an account and reveal their identity. Some players keep

their personal information private from online casinos, even though the service is secure.

Anonymity

When enrolling with Stake, not much information is needed. You must complete KYC level 1 to

make your first deposit, providing basic information, including your name, date of birth, and

residence address. Later on in the journey, this information might be modified.

Like most of its rivals, Stake retains the right to request further KYC evidence to verify your identity

and location for regulatory purposes. But since Stake is recognised for respecting privacy, most

players won't require them to do this.

Reputation

2FA (2-factor Authentication) continues to solidify itself as the new norm for a secure log-in

technique, and Reputation Stake offers and advises enabling it.

Why Worth Trying

Everlasting Rakeback: you will always get a 15% Rakeback on your crypto bets if you

sign up with our special code "MANIAKS".

Great performance.

Reviews by experienced players on forums.

Dual-factor verification: uncommon feature to safeguard your account.

Provably fair games: you can verify some of their gaming results.

Excellent customer service: The support team will quickly resolve your difficulties.

Large selection of crypto: over 130 cryptocurrencies available to make deposits.

Many odds for betting.

On important events, you can wager on more than 100 possible outcomes.

Everyone may play at the casino.

There are 1,021 games accessible, 16 of which are exclusive to Stake.com.

Players use eight different languages to communicate. You won't feel isolated!



High return on investment.

Bonuses

Welcome Bonus: 10% Rakeback Using Code' GET10BACKBONUS'  

3. N1 Bet — Best For Free Crypto Bets

N1Bet has been operating since 2021. It is a sibling site of N1 Casino, whose regulation is overseen

by Dama N.V. It is one of the best sites, offering cryptocurrency betting, that has an extensive

sportsbook of over 40 sports, from badminton to football. The total payoff is 94%, while the

highest leagues pay out 95%.

The programme offers a wide variety of e-sports possibilities and suggests more than 500 live

events each day. Cybersports like Dota-2, King of Glory, Counter-Strike, etc., are available for

players.

This bookmaker's wide range of acceptable payment options is one of its attractions. Credit cards

are one type of deposit and withdrawal method available to players (E-wallets\cryptocurrencies).

For each sort of transaction, there are some restrictions and specifications. For instance,

withdrawals from credit cards might take up to 3 working days, and the minimum deposit amount is

20 EUR. Players should review the criteria before selecting a payment option.

Why Worth Trying

A variety of approved payment methods

40 sports and more than 250 football markets

Bonuses

100 euro welcome package: The player must wager a minimum of 10 EUR (10 USD, 850 RUB, 15

AUD, 15 CAD, 125 JPY, 60 BRL, 100 NOK, 15 NZD, 45 PLN) on each outcome with odds of 1.3 or

higher to get free crypto bets. There are two kinds of free crypto bets: one for making a first

deposit and the other for verification. It's optional to make consecutive crypto bets.

Unlike in other casinos, the most crucial aspect is that this bonus may be withdrawn immediately

following a winning wager. Throughout the first four deposits, a welcome incentive will be

delivered. 

4. BetOnline — Best For High Odds
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The limits of betting with cryptocurrency set by BetOnline are larger than average. The platform

offers esports, poker, casino, sport events, and several promotions all year round.

Since 1991, BetOnline has provided its customers with two sportsbooks. It has large limits of up to

$50000 and the first U.S. sports lines. Users may choose from more than 300 live betting with

cryptocurrency sections and 25+ sports.

Additionally, there are large payouts: 98% on MLB and 96% on NFL and NBA. Further, the site

includes several futures and if crypto bets in addition to 20 bets on each game. Increased

availability of teasers, prop crypto bets, and NFL pleasers are one of BetOnline's benefits. Users

can combine matches if the initial wager loses and receive a $25 free play.

Even novice gamers may effortlessly place their wagers on our Best Gambling Site since it is

cutting-edge and user-friendly. The site offers a range of payment options, including e-wallets,

credit cards, and cryptocurrencies like BTC and LTC. Each charge has a minimum deposit

requirement, and withdrawals can take up to 5 working days.

Anonymity

Anonymity is not a feature of BetOnline. To establish an account, you must supply your nationality,

postal code, and phone number.

Reputation

BetOnline has a decent reputation. They provide a wide range of betting with cryptocurrency

alternatives but have also received several criticisms.

Why Worth Trying

Various events are offered: there are several sporting events and live gaming with

cryptocurrency options.

Fine set of cryptocurrencies: you may deposit money with several different

cryptocurrencies in addition to Bitcoin sports, including BCH, XRP, ETH, LTC, and

others.

Almost no country restrictions: BetOnline accepts players from almost anywhere in

the world, despite its primary concentration on U.S. players.

Strong bonuses and extra special benefits for bitcoin gambling sites.

Customer service: they are available 24 hours a day by call and chat.

Poker, casinos, and sports are at one place.
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Bonuses

100% 1st Time Crypto Bonus

50% Sports Welcome Bonus   

5. SportsBet .io — Best For Live Betting Options

Since its launch in 2018, Sportsbets.io has offered its customers more than 25 different sports

betting with cryptocurrency alternatives. It provides more than 300 live events daily and a range of

teasers. For every form of charge, there are various restrictions and costs. Additionally, depending

on the payment method customers choose, the minimum withdrawal amount is $20, which might

take as many as three days to process.

Why Worth Trying

Daily high winning limits on more than 1000 pre-match markets

a sizable sportsbook with a long range of wagering choices

a variety of wagers to choose from

Bonuses

100% Crypto Bonus: 100CRYPTO

35% Reload Bonuses: 35 CRYPTO

FAQ 

1. What are the primary benefits of cryptocurrency casinos?

Generally speaking, the key distinction between these best crypto casinos and other gaming

websites is that they accept bitcoins. However, such sites can benefit greatly from this feature. First,

Bitcoin is one of the most well-liked and secure payment options available today. More and more

people are purchasing coins intending to keep them permanently. These sites provide simple coin

withdrawals and Bitcoin betting. And certain cryptocurrency websites are prepared to provide

anonymous gaming. For individuals who don't want to divulge their personal information, it's a

fantastic choice.  

2. What factors should you consider while choosing a crypto sportsbook? 

�. See whether it has a legitimate license.
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�. Consider the selection of games and opportunities of betting with cryptocurrency.

Having all your alternatives available to you in one spot is always a plus.

�. Keep an eye out for possible incentives and promotions.

Services now compete with each other by recommending profitable arrangements. Therefore, it's

excellent if you discover the best deal on the market.

3. What bonus types can customers anticipate?

The best crypto sportsbooks typically provide a wide variety of incentives. Users can receive no-

deposit bonuses to test the functionality of the service. Additionally, players may anticipate a

welcome gift that frequently contains a 100% bonus and a few free spins. Additionally, crypto

sports betting sites often run promotions that allow users to win even more.

4. What principal suppliers do these casinos work with?

Reputable cryptocurrency casinos and sites constantly work with leading providers to give their

customers top-notch service. As a result, customers may encounter companies like NetEnt,

BetSoft, Microgaming, Play'n Go, etc.

5. What are the primary benefits and drawbacks of betting with Bitcoin?

Indeed, one of the most popular cryptocurrencies nowadays is bitcoin. There are several

justifications for that. Firstly, it ensures anonymous data storage and quick, safe transactions.

Second, managing all the payments and storing them is simple. Additionally, the majority of

casinos don't charge extra for Bitcoin transactions.

However, there are also certain disadvantages to using bitcoin. First off, only some casinos offer

Bitcoin betting. Users might experience some exchange rate loss in this situation. Additionally, most

services often don't allow chargebacks or refunds to customers who pay with Bitcoin.

Conclusion

Finding the ideal sports website for you might be challenging because there are so many

platforms available on the internet. Due to the abundance of payment options coupled with safe

and secure user experience, more and more people start using legal online crypto betting sites.

 

Since there are so many sites where you can bet with crypto, sports bettors are spoiled for choice.

You only have to choose a reliable live sports website, which is where we come in.



We rate and give evaluations of the top platforms globally using our in-depth expertise and

massive network of industry insiders, saving you the danger of losing your money on dubious

websites.

 

By assessing and classifying the trendiest new betting websites accessible in your nation, we

perform the legwork for you. Sports betting companies are always seeking to improve their offers

and customer service due to the fierce competition in the industry. We assess the best betting sites

using our experience to determine which ones are time-worthy.

 

It's simple to get started with the services, and they take a variety of cryptocurrencies. You only

need to create an account to begin exploring the world of betting and gaming.

 

Additionally, all platforms work with mobile devices. Thanks to this, users may still enjoy playing

even if they are far from home.
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